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A Genomics Plan for FHIR 

 

This Working Draft describes the rationale for our specific proposal to extend the clinical genetics               
capabilities in FHIR DSTU2. Our proposed additions and changes to FHIR are, to be sure, steadily                
evolving due to regularly absorbing crucial input from many people from HL7, GA4GH, IOM, IGNITE,               
EHR/lab vendors, and others. We thank everyone on the HL7 CGWG for their constructive input. Our                
fully specified design, as noted herein, is being readied on a staging site that will shortly be ready to                   
migrate to the FHIR Current Build site for use at the connectathon and beyond. We see potential                 
migration to the site as not the end of development, but a new beginning toward further, transparent                 
development of an HL7 genomics standard suitable for all stakeholders. 

  

– Gil Alterovitz & Heming Yao 

SMART on FHIR Genomics 

Harvard Medical School and Boston Children’s Hospital 
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1. Background 
Rapid advances in sequencing technologies, clinical genetics tests for whole genome and exome             
sequencing are taking sophisticated genetics testing mainstream. Results from such tests will be used              
to identify distinct genetic variants which cause distinctive conditions and/or respond better to             
different treatments irrespective of similar outward symptoms. The practice of precision medicine will             
depend upon using such data to diagnose patients, choose medications, and predict the course of               
disease and care. 

One technical challenge is how to get and share clinical and genetics data, including their collection,                
coding, and retrieval at scale. That challenge is already upon us: genetic data sets are large and                 
complex and incompatible systems and nomenclatures are already in use. A standard that could be               
adopted to integrate data from genomics and clinical information data systems will be crucial to               
accelerating the precision medicine agenda and to make sense of genetic testing results in a complete                
clinical context. 

One approach for capturing, coding, and retrieving genetics data comes from the Global Alliance for               
Genomics and Health (GA4GH; http://genomicsandhealth.org/). The GA4GH organization has built          
and is refining an API and data model for the exchange of full sequence genomic information across                 
multiple research organizations and platforms. The GA4GH focus focuses on the needs of researchers. 

A second approach is coming from Health Level 7 (HL7; hl7.org) through its standards effort called                
Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR; hl7.org/fhir). FHIR® focuses on clinical needs and            
systems and has principally focused on standardizing traditional clinical data of the sort in EMR               
systems using very modern web technology-based ideas. FHIR is attractive because it is relatively easy               
to implement: it is comprised of a set of modular components called resources, which can be easily                 
and incrementally assembled into working systems. The clinical requirements for genetics data is,             
relative to genomics research needs, utilitarian and reductive: it is about distilling and extracting              
particular genetics data produced by ever more sophisticated testing for use at the point-of-care. This               
made FHIR an interesting framework to use for clinical genetics data standardization. 

Starting in 2014, the HL7 Clinical Genomics Working Group (CGWG) has been adopting the FHIR               
framework clinical genetics testing. This effort reached its first major milestone on September 23,              
2015, when HL7 released its second FHIR Draft Standard for Trial Use (DSTU2). DSTU2 introduced a                
Standard genetics profile that applies to the FHIR Observation resource. The profile was created              
according to the FHIR Clinical Genomics Project Scope Statement that authorized its community             
development. Using this profile, Observation payloads can return genetic testing results in a             
standardized manner. 

Extending Observation rather than creating a new, dedicated FHIR genetics data resource was in              
keeping with how the FHIR community operates: it only adds new resources to FHIR’s resource library                
when there is a compelling case to do so. We provide that case in this document. 
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2. Overview 
Given the clinical significance of genomic sequence data and the wealth of technical metadata              
associated with such data, we propose to move beyond FHIR DSTU2 Standard Genetics profile on               
Observation and create a new resource to be called Sequence. This resource will be used to return                 
clinically relevant sequencing data in a manner that is both efficient and versatile for how it handles                 
new types of genomic and omics data that will be entering clinical use. In keeping with how FHIR                  
resources are designed, Sequence will be leveraged by other FHIR resources, including Observation. 

The FHIR Clinical Genomics Working Group (CGWG) began discussing such a dedicated resource in              
2014. The September 2014 Informative Ballot (“HL7 Domain Analysis Model: Clinical Genomics,            
Release 1”) provided guiding use cases, which initially informed development of the initial Standard              
Genetics profile that is in FHIR DSTU2. The same use cases also led to a second Project Scope                  
Statement in May 2015 (approved by HL7 DESD/OO/FMG) to develop a Sequence resource (“Develop              
FHIR sequence resource for Clinical Genomics”). A precursor effort had already been explored by              
researchers at the Harvard SMART Platforms Project and described in an article (“SMART on FHIR               
Genomics: Facilitating standardized clinico-genomic apps”). 

Sequence is designed to return “atomic” genomic variation information relevant to clinical            
decision-making. Extensions to Sequence address complex cases, such as Human Leukocyte Antigen            
(HLA) genotyping, and can associate it with repositories for retrieving a patient’s full sequence data,               
such as those defined by the Global Alliance for Genomics Health (GA4GH). Other changes include a                
suite of genetics profiles for other FHIR resources. The Standard Genetics profile on Observation              
(‘Observation-genetics profile’) is changed markedly: genetic detail result elements can be supplied by             
references to Sequence. In addition, the profile adds new references so that an Observation can               
report genetics test results holistically. There are also new genetics-extension profiles for            
DiagnosticReport, DiagnosticOrder and FamilyMemberHistory, respectively, to extend them to report          
genetics results. We have given all of these FHIR genetics profiles the suffix “-genetics” (e.g.               
“DiagnosticReport-genetics profile”). New profiles on top of Observation and DiagnosticReport have           
been created for reporting HLA genotyping results. 

On the following pages, we provide our design rationale for the following FHIR artifacts: 

● A Sequence resource 
● An Observation-genetics profile on Observation 
● A DiagnosticReport-genetics profile on DiagnosticReport 
● A FamilyMemberHistory-genetics profile on FamilyMemberHistory 
● A DiagnosticOrder-genetics profile on DiagnosticOrder 
● An HLA-genotyping-results profile on DiagnosticReport 
● A Consensus-sequence-block profile on Observation 

 

Designed for ease of implementation, optimizing payload sizes, and avoiding redundant retrieval of             
data, these FHIR artifacts, which are specified on our staging site, support numerous clinical use cases                
(see Section 9, 10 , and 11) covering also omics and Next-Generation Sequencing. Appendix 1 shows                
how DSTU 2.0 Observation for genomics are mapped to the new ones.  
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3. Rationale 
In DSTU2, a Standard genetics profile extends the Observation resource to enable the return of               
genetics test results. A single DSTU2 Observation payload contains clinical and genetic context (such              
as family history and the diagnostic report) and genetic test results (Start/End positions, variantID,              
AminoAcidType, etc.). 

Unfortunately, the current Standard Genetics profile produces structural bloat and redundant data in             
Observation payloads. It not, we believe, an ideal way to organize genetics data retrieval. These               
problems can only get worse if this approach is used to address additional needs identified in the                 
DSTU2 ballot. These include adding genetic lab tests orders, more sequence information, and more              
guidance on grouping elements. Such considerations factored into our design decision not to             
transform the Standard Genetics profile-extended Observation resource into a FHIR resource. Such an             
approach would also have risked creating confusion with the existing Observation resource. Instead,             
we created a new resource, which we called Sequence, with distinctive and useful properties.  

Simple vs. Complex Genetics Testing Results 

Returned genetics testing data can be divided into simple and complex types. The simple type can be                 
described by LOINC code and corresponding value (for example: LOINC code ‘21636-6’ for ‘BRCA1              
gene mutations found [Identifier] in Blood or Tissue by Molecular genetics method Nominal’ and              
value ‘positive’). The complex type involves elaborate sequencing results which describe, among other             
things, position, observed and/or reference allele of the variant. 

In our proposal, genetics data, interpretation and clinical context no longer are recorded in a single                
Observation instance. Instead the data are refactored: while ‘simple’ test data continue to be              
recorded conventionally in a genetics-extended Observation resource, ‘complex’ test data are           
recorded in the new and dedicated Sequence resource, to which the genetics-extended Observation             
resource can link. Extensions add further clinical context and interpretations links to Observation. For              
example, for Sequence instances, information about knowledge-based impact of the variant need to             
be conveyed. Finally, the DiagnosticReport resource is used for genetics test report to cover the               
overall clinical context (the patient, condition, etc.), multiple results from genetics test and, possibly,              
further analysis results. Whether simple or complex test data are returned, a full genetics test report                
needs knowledge-based interpretation or results from further analysis, as well as reference to clinical              
context of the patient. 

Besides DNA/RNA variants and structural variants, data for amino acids from proteomics assays (e.g.              
mass spectrometry proteomics experiments) are supported by Sequence (see example in Section 4).             
In practice. Test evidence for protein level variants will be rare for the foreseeable future. When such                 
levels are only deduced (e.g, from changes detected in DNA/RNA levels), they will be described and                
conveyed in an Observation payload as an interpretation, not data in a Sequence payload.  

Sequence Resource Requirements 

A useful and FHIR-compliant Sequence resource should: 

1. Satisfy FHIR’s goal that query results and payloads should be “atomic.” 
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2. Convey useful metadata which are not Interpretation-like 

3. Insulate other resources from changes that accrue solely to Sequence-type data 

4. Eliminate redundant retrieval of variant data 

5. Extend to complex genetics data 

  

To be “atomic” a FHIR resource must return the smallest payload that may be searched or used by an                   
application. The minimum genetic information relevant to clinical decision-making means that           
Sequence needs to describe a single variant or a reference to a full sequence data source. 

We narrow Sequence to provide objective data (type, id, reads, etc.) but exclude derived analysis or                
clinical context, such as sequence source (subject, specimen) or how data were obtained (method,              
performer) because – since genetic testing results can be returned with no sequence data (see below)                
– these belong to Observation or other resources. 

Creating the Sequence resource eliminates reliance upon a single, complex profile applied to             
Observation. It allows genetics and associated clinical data to be represented more flexibly.             
Implementation should be easier because the data structures are cleaner and genomics results are              
delivered in reusable pieces, which should improve real-world performance, too. 

The Sequence resource can convey DNA, RNA, and AA variants (for position, ID, type and other core                 
attributes) atomically or provide links to external (non-FHIR) resources to gain access to full (or fuller)                
sequence data. This provides a utility that is independent of the need to have specific clinical findings                 
recorded in an Observation. 

Sequence is an extensible design allowing further extensions and profiles for supporting new data              
formats for Next-Generation Sequencing. Not only is it easy to adjust or add technical elements to it                 
(e.g. quality of the data, and other technical measures that are not about the patient per se) but this                   
can happen without necessarily requiring changes to genetics profiles on other FHIR resource. That              
said, a consideration for extensibility is to know when to offload “too much” complexity to external                
data sources, as the example of referring to external resourcing for full sequencing data shows.               
Similarly, complex data constructs, such as sequence graphs would be good candidates for such an               
approach if they cannot be synthetically reconstructed by applications that assemble artifacts from             
simpler FHIR payloads. 

Genetics Profiles on Observation and Other Resources 

The gaps identified in DSTU2 balloting pointed to the need to revise the Standard Genetics profile –                 
now called the ‘Observation-genetics Profile’ – so that a single Observation instance could represent              
one genetic test result entirely. 

Our design therefore extends Observation to include: 

● An extension referencing a Sequence resource 
● Elements referencing clinical and derived context  
● Component elements for knowledge-based interpretation 
● Related elements to associate Observations when the same data are analyzed (Example 2.1),             

or to convey a biomarker or an allele with multi-variants (Examples 2.2). 
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Example 2.1: 
Observation-1: 

Sequence: refer to Sequence-1 

Observation-2: 

Further analysis about Sequence-1 (e.g. PCR confirmation) 

related: type: derived from 

 target: Observation-1 

Example 2.2 
Allele “ABC” with three variants: variant-1, variant-2, and variant-3. 

Observation-1: 

code: Analysis for allele ABC 

related: type: has-member 

 target: Observation-2 

related: type: has-member 

 target: Observation-3 

related: type: has-member 

 target: Observation-4 

Observation-2: 

Sequence: refer to Sequence resource (variant-1) 

Observation-3: 

Sequence: refer to Sequence resource (variant-2) 

Observation-4: 

Sequence: refer to Sequence resource (variant-3) 

 

In a similar fashion, we have created a genetics profile on top of the DiagnosticReport resource so                 
that a single instantiation can bundle multiple Observation instances with genetics test results by              
reference with further references to AssessedCondition and FamilyMemberHistory for returning          
common clinical and genetic contexts. 
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Summary: From Observation to Sequence 

The following diagram illustrates how our proposal “refactors” Observation: 

 

The API calls show how we retrieve data in this design: 

 

Get /Observation? subject=123 → Sequence Id 

Get /Sequence? _id = [Sequence ID] → All genetics data 

 

We are able to add profiles on top of Sequence, as illustrated below, to represent more complicated 
variant and omics data, yet leave other FHIR resources unchanged. 
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The gains from the proposed design can be summarized as follows: 

● Conciseness and Organization=Implementability. Sequence represents complex genetics data        
directly. Genetics profiles on other resource types link results rationally, while reference            
pointers simplify implementation and reduce payload duplication. 

 

FHIR Resource Genetics Profile 

Observation Observation-genetics  

DiagnosticOrder DiagnosticOrder-genetics 

DiagnosticReport DiagnosticReport-genetics 

FamilyMemberHistory FamilyMemberHistory-genetics 

 

● Consistency. All Observation genetic payloads utilize the Observation-genetics profile even if           
no Sequence data are returned. This covers many routine tests, i.e., those that return a simple                
positive result for a test code (e.g., LOINC). 

 

The relationship among FHIR resources with this design is depicted below. 
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4. Sequence Resource 
http://genomics-advisor.smartplatforms.org:4000/sequence.html 

Sequence is designed to return a single variant or, because FHIR payloads are limited, a reference                
without variant information to an external repository such as a GA4GH repository, where the patient’s               
entire sequence may be found. This approach is used for the FHIR ImagingStudy resource, which               
provides a reference to actual image data archived in another system. 

The Sequence resource provides highly-used elements useful for immediate clinical decision-making:           
a variant with gene name, gene region, variation ID, position, chromosome, etc., but not elements               
about analysis, interpretation, and clinical context. Extensions can be added for more complex             
representations. In addition, sequence contextualizes established standards from the field of clinical            
genetics into the standards of healthcare (e.g. HGNC - HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee's             
international standard for gene names, symbols, and identifiers). 

Relationships 

The Observation resource will reference the Sequence to supply genomic data. The            
DiagnosticOrder-genetics profile can reference the Sequence to specify which variant or what kind of              
variants clinicians want to test for.  
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Extensibility 

Sequence provides basic elements about variation. Extensions can be added for complex genetic             
information. 

Structure Diagram 

 

 

 

Description 
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An overview follows with full details at the staging site. 
Sequence.variationID: Identifies the variant, using a ClinVar or dbSNP identifier for a germline variant              
or a COSMIC identifier for a somatic variant. 

Sequence.coordinate: The combination of chromosome, start position, end position and genomeBuild           
is able to identify a specific variant. 

Sequence.quality: Quality scores for bases in the sequence. 

Sequence.repository: This complex element is used for clarifying structure, base URL, and relevant IDs              
when referring to an external repository. 

GA4GH Repository Example. If the Sequence resource refers to a GA4GH repository for read info,               
references to a GA4GH full sequence dataset should conform to GA4GH data models and accessed via                
the GA4GH API. The URI of a GA4GH repository, ids of a GA4GH variant and read group are contained                   
in the Sequence resource. The URI of a GA4GH repository is an api_base of a GA4GH server that could                   
be called for sequence data. The GA4GH variant set is a collection of call sets and the GA4GH call set is                     
a collection of variant calls, typically for one sample. A variant call represents a determination of                
genotype with respect to that variant. A read group is a collection of read produced by a sequencer. A                   
read group set typically models reads corresponding to one sample, sequenced one way, and aligned               
one way. The API reference of Google Genomics (link) is a GA4GH repository built by Google and                 
provides details of the data models, such as the resource representations. 

Usage Examples 

Example: DNA variant – here an EGFR mutation (example from our staging site) 

Exhibit shows how each element in Sequence is used and coded without profile enhancements. 

The following exhibit illustrates the narrative generated for the variant report.  
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Example: RNA variant and expression (example from our staging site) 

 

 

Example: Structural variant (example from our staging site). 

 

 

Example: Amino acid variant (example from our staging site). 
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5. Observation-genetics Profile 
The Observation-genetics profile is used to further describe a genetic result (sequence variant). 

● The Sequence extension will refer to the Sequence resource for single variant information. 
● The code, effective[x], issued, performer, method, specimen elements can be used to describe             

how the genetic observation (variant and sequence data) is obtained. 
● The component element can be used to describe related observation associated with this             

sequence variant. Here are some examples for the component.code: 

 

LOINC Code LOINC Element Name Comments 

51963-7 Medication Assessed A coded medication accessed in a 
pharmacogenetic test (recommend 
RxNorm).  

51967-8 Genetic disease assessed A coded disease that is associated with the 
region of DNA covered by the genetic test 
(recommend SNOMED). 

53037-8 Genetic Disease Sequence 
Variation Interpretation 

Interpretation of the pathogenicity of the 
DNA Sequence Variation in the context of 
the assessed genetic disease.  

53040-2 Drug Metabolism Sequence 
Variation Interpretation 

Predicted phenotype for drug efficacy. A 
sequence variation interpretation value 
known to allow (responsive) or prevent 
(resistant) the drug to perform. 

51961-1 Drug Efficacy Sequence 
Variation Interpretation 

Predicted phenotype for ability of drug to 
bind to intended site in order to deliver 
intended effect. A Sequence Variation 
interpretation value known to allow 
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(responsive) or prevent (resistant) the drug 
to perform. 

 

Most observations are simple name/value pair assertions with some metadata, but some            
observations group other observations together logically. While the component element can be used             
for knowledge-based analysis of corresponding variant, the related element can be used for further              
analysis and interpretation of the variant, which may be conducted by other performer and methods.               
The use of related element for further analysis of the variant can be seen in following second example                  
for further analysis of somatic variant in lung cancer. 

The related element can also be used to convey a biomarker or an allele with multi-variants. We can                  
build an Observation instance as the main one (with the related.type = “has-member”) and create               
several sub-observations (see the last example). 

Structure Diagram 
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Usage Example 

Example: Genetics observation of somatic variant in lung cancer (example from our staging site). 

Here is an observation of a patient with an EGFR mutation associated with lung cancer. 

The exhibit illustrates the narrative generated for the variant report. 
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Example: Further analysis of the variant in lung cancer (example from our staging site) 
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Example: Allele with multiple variants (example from our staging site) 

 

 

6. DiagnosticReport-genetics Profile 
http://genomics-advisor.smartplatforms.org:4000/diagnosticreport-genetics.html/ 

This DiagnosticReport-genetics is built on top of DiagnosticReport. The new profile is used to describe               
a genetics test report. The result element in DiagnosticReport will refer to the Observation resource               
that can lead to a bundle of genetic observations. And the element of code, effective [x], issued,                 
performer, request, specimen are be used to describe the details of the genetic test. Extensions about                
AssessedCondition and FamilyMemberHistory are added. Overall, this profile extends the          
DiagnosticReport resource to enable reporting of structured genetic test results. In addition, it             
denotes condition context for genetic testing, which may influence reported variants and            
interpretations for large genomic testing panels. 

Description 

The DiagnosticReport-genetics profile contains two extensions referring to other resources/profiles          
and one complex extension. 
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● AssessedCondition is used to denote condition context for genetic testing, which may            
influence reported variants and interpretation for large genomic testing panels. It refers to the              
Condition resource. 

● FamilyMemberHistory are significant health events and conditions for one or more persons            
related to the patient. It refers to the FamilyMemberHistory-Genetic profile. 

● Analysis provides knowledge-based interpretation of overall results of tests performed on           
patients. Here are some examples for analysis.code: 

LOINC Code LOINC Element Name Comments 

51968-6 Genetic Disease Analysis 
Overall Interpretation 

Interpretation of all identified DNA Sequence 
Variations along with any known clinical 
information for the benefit of aiding 
clinicians in understanding the results overall 
in either the context of diagnosis or 
increased risk of disease. 

51964-5 Drug Efficacy Analysis 
Overall Interpretation 

Overall predicted phenotype for drug efficacy 
for all DNA Sequence Variations identified in 
a single case. 

51971-0 Drug metabolism analysis 
overall interpretation 

Overall predicted phenotype for drug 
metabolism for all DNA Sequence Variations 
identified in a single case. 

 

Structure 

 

Usage Example 

Example: A general genetics test report - here a report of ABCB4 sequence analysis (example from our                 
staging site) 
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The summary of the report: 

 

 

Example: Genetic test report for a patient with FamilyHistory (example from our staging site) 
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Example: Comprehensive bone marrow report (example from our staging site) 
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7. DiagnosticOrder-genetics Profile 

Description 

To describe an order requested sequence variants detection. User must set up the code for the                
request and they can also refer to the corresponding sequence instance for that variant. 

Structure 

A complex extension is added on top of the DiagnosticOrder resource. Here is the structure of the                 
extension: 

 

Usage Example 

Example: An order for genetics test (example from our staging site) 

Here is a diagnostic order for testing 185delAG variant. The mother of the patient was performed a                 
mutation panel (MyRisk from Myriad) and she has a BRCA1 185delAG mutation. Then the clinician               
wants to test the patient only for an 185delAG mutation. In this case, the diagnostic order for the                  
patient will specify the sequence variant - 185delAG. 
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8. HLA genotyping results Profile 

HLA genotyping results profile: 

http://genomics-advisor.smartplatforms.org:4000/diagnosticreport-hla-results.html 

Consensus sequence block profile: 

http://genomics-advisor.smartplatforms.org:4000/observation-consensus-sequence-block.html 

 

Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) genotyping is fundamental for research and clinical practice in             
immunogenetics and histocompatibility. Pointers to external locations refer to registered methods,           
raw NGS reads, and reference standards can be conveyed in this profile. A separate component               
describing consensus sequences and variants is created specifically to accommodate NGS data            
(Consensus sequence block profile). Information about and allele assignment is stored in extensions.  

The structure of HLA typing report in this profile follows: 

● Histoimmunogenetics Markup Language 1.0: Reporting Next Generation Sequencing-based        
HLA and KIR Genotyping (see here) 

● Minimum information for reporting next generation sequence genotyping (MIRING):         
Guidelines for reporting HLA and KIR genotyping via next generation sequencing (see here) 

Structure 

HLA genotyping results are depicted in the diagram below: 

 

Information about platform, methodology, and software applied at the time of the genotyping will be 
contained in request element that either refers to an external resource or can be embodied by 
building a specific resource/profile for Next-Generation Sequencing. 
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Structure of HLA genotyping results Profile 

 

Both hla-genotyping-resultsGlstring and hla-genotyping-resultsHaploid are complex extensions. 

The further structure of hla-genotyping-resultsGlstring: 
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The further structure of hla-genotyping-resultsHaploid: 

 

Consensus-sequence-block profile 
Another profile is created for variants and consensus sequence in HLA typing report on top of the                 
Observation resource. 

The variant extension referring to Sequence resource has multiple values so this profile can support               
multi-variant. 

 

Usage Example 

observation-consensus-sequence-block-example-1: 
Consensus sequence block-1 containing sequence and variant information. Used in HLA report. 
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observation-consensus-sequence-block-example-2: 

Consensus sequence block-2 containing sequence and variant information. Used in HLA report. 

HLA genotyping results report: 

An example of a HLA genotyping results report 

 

If the developer want to retrieve the HLA genotyping report of patient 123, the API call would be: 

GET /DiagnosticReport? 

profile=hla-genotyping-results& 

 subject=123 
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9. HL7 Domain Analysis Use Cases 
Simulated use of the proposed Sequence resource and profiles on other FHIR resources are shown for                
many of the examples in Section 5 – Use Case Scenarios in the HL7 Domain Analysis Model (DAM):                  
Clinical Genomics, Release 1, September 2014 Informative Ballot (link). 
We show use of the FHIR design we are proposing for these cases: 

1. Specimen Identification 

1.1 Get references to all variants obtained from germline analysis. 

1.2 Explore antibacterial drug resistance over time (non-patient DNA) 

2. Clinical Sequencing – Germline Testing 

3. Cancer Profiling 

4 Decision Making Tools – Family History and Drug Dosage Calculators 

4.1 Today clinicians translate (i.e. manually re-enter) genetic data into tools for           
decision making. This includes family history tools and drug dosage calculators. In the             
future, this data will automatically be incorporated into clinical decision making tools. 

4.2 Get pharmacogenomic reporting and disease risk or diagnosis associated with          
variant 

5. Public Health 

6. Clinical and Research Data Warehouses 
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1. Specimen Identification 

● Germline testing for biomarkers/mutations (usually inherited) 
● Tumor testing for biomarkers/mutations (somatic / tumor specific) 
● Pediatric Testing 
● Infectious Disease Testing 

Subcase: Get references to all variants obtained from germline analysis. 
GET /Observation? profile=Observation-genetics& 

source=http://hl7.org/fhir/LOINC-48002-0-answerlist|LA6683-2 

 

*Return a bundle of Sequence instances 
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Subcase: Explore antibacterial drug resistance over time (non-patient DNA) 
Get references to all DNA sequences of tuberculosis bacteria (SNOMED code: 56717001) from given              
patient: 

GET /Observation? 

profile=Observation-genetics& 

sequence.species=http://snomed.info/sct|56717001& 

subject=123 
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2. Clinical Sequencing – Germline Testing 

For a chart review, get references to all DNA sequences related to mutations within interpretation               
“Unknown Significance” 

GET /Observation? 

profile=Observation-genetics& 

subject=123& 

component-code-value-[x]= http://loinc.org|53037-8$LA6682-4 

 

53037-8: LOINC code for “Genetic disease sequence variation interpretation” 

LA6682-4: LOINC answer code for “Unknown Significance” 
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3. Cancer Profiling 

Get references to all variants obtained from somatic analysis. 

(Changes in the population of cells with particular mutations will change overtime as well as in                
conjunction with events such as therapy. For instance, targeted chemotherapy may kill a specific              
population of cancer cells with specific mutations and other cancer cell populations may survive and               
continue to divide. Therefore, clearly annotating these specimens as somatic and capturing            
annotations related to a time relevant to a treatment timeline may be critical for analysis.) 

GET /Observation? 

profile= Observation-genetics& 

source=http://hl7.org/fhir/LOINC-48002-0-answerlist|LA6684-0& 

date=2015-07-04& 

subject=123 
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4. Decision Making Tools – Family History and Drug Dosage Calculators 

4.1 Today clinicians translate (i.e. manually re-enter) genetic data into tools for decision 
making. This includes family history tools and drug dosage calculators. In the future, this 
data will automatically be incorporated into clinical decision making tools. 
Get family history related to one observation: 

GET /DiagnosticReport? 

profile=Diagnostic-genetics& 

Patient=1234 
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4.2 Get pharmacogenomic reporting and disease risk or diagnosis associated with 

variant 

GET /Observation? 

profile=Observation-genetics& 

subject=123& 

component-code= http://loinc.org|51963-7 

 

51963-7 : LOINC code for “Medication Assessed ” 
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5. Public Health 
Today Registrars manually translate clinical data into public health reporting systems. This data is used               
to monitor and improve public health (e.g. surveillance and clinical research). In the future, this data                
will be extracted from the EHR in an automated (or semi-automated) 

For a breast cancer clinical genomic study, get all genetic-profile-based observations of patients with              
breast cancer: 

 

GET /DiagnosticReport? 

profile=DiagnosticReport-genetics& 

assessed-condition.code=http://snomed.info/sct|254837009 
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6. Clinical and Research Data Warehouses 
Health data warehousing should persist data in its standardized formats, while allowing users to              
export subsets of the data in the warehouse into multiple ‘data marts’, optimized for specific use                
cases, analysis type or reporting needs. 

Get all genetic-profile-based observations of patients with the variant c.181T>G 

GET /Observation? 

profile=Observation-genetics& 

sequence.variantID=http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP|rs58238560 
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10. Other Genomics Use Cases 
During the development of the FHIR Genomics design, CGWG participants have commented on the              
earlier use cases and/or proposed new use cases. In this section, we list describe of these new cases                  
and demonstrate how the proposed design will address them.  

1. Get a patient’s family members genetics report. 

This example is proposed by Kevin Hughes. Family history is useful for clinicians to know more about                 
the condition of the patient. 

Get /FamilyMemberHistory? 

profile=familymemberhistory-genetic& 

patient=123 
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2. Get references to all DNA sequences within certain regions: 

GET /Observation? 

profile=Observation-genetics& 

sequence.coordinate=1$123$456& 

patient=123 
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3. Panel 

Search for results from nephrotic syndrome panel 

Get /DiagnosticReport& 

profile=DiagnosticReport-genetics& 

code=N0336& 

patient=123 
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4. Get read quality of the sequence under consideration and confirmation PCR 

Use case provided by Bret H. NGS was done while a confirmatory PCR was negative. The                               
EHRCDS app (or NGS lab app) is asked to provide the read quality information for the sequence                                 
under consideration. 

GET /Observation? 

 profile=Observation-genetics& 

subject=123& 

sequence.variationID=12345 

 

 

 

 

GET /Observation? 

 profile=Observation-genetics& 

subject=123& 

related.target=s1& 

code=text:PCR 
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11. Clinico-Genomic Apps 
The idea for a Sequence resource grew out, in part, the SMART Platforms Project, which explored                
creating clinico-genomic apps to integrated traditional EMR clinical data and genomic data to show              
data visualization and analysis, including CDS that depended upon both types of data. Below are a                
couple of examples. Several apps have already been designed including Genomics Advisor, SMART             
Precision Cancer Medicine, and Diabetes Bear EMR. Below, one of these apps will be described. To                
include other apps in this section, please feel free to add a note on it and how it uses FHIR/Genomics                    
calls.  

1. Genomics Advisor 

The SMART on FHIR Genomics Advisor was an app incorporating genomics data to show risk of                
disease, drug susceptibility, and related conditions based upon genotype. Technically, this app was             
architected (see below) by combining data from independent data services, a SMART on FHIR clinical               
server for clinical information and one for a SMART on FHIR Genomics data server for genomic data.                 
The set of FHIR API calls that are necessary to support this app are shown below: 
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The presentation of the app looks like this: 
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Appendix 1: From DSTU2 Genomics to DSTU2.1+ 
 

The table shows how the data elements in the DSTU2 Observation resource as extended by the 
Standard Genetics Profile would be mapped to the new Sequence resource. 

 

DSTU2 Standard Genetics profile 

on Observation 

Standard Genetics profile 

on DiagnosticReport 
Maps to Sequence (Proposed) 

geneticsGenomeBuild result coordinate.genomicsBuild 

geneticsChromosome result coordinate.chromosome 

geneticsGenomicsStart result coordinate.start 

geneticsGenomicsStop result coordinate.end 

geneticsReferenceAllele result referenceAllele 

geneticsObservedAllele result observedAllele 

geneticsTranscriptReferenceSequenceId 
result 

referenceSeq 
(type=”DNA”) 

geneticsProteinReferenceSequenceId result 
referenceSeq 
(type=”DNA”) 

geneticsCIGAR result refer to ga4gh 

geneticsVariationId result variationID 

geneticsVariationType geneticsVariationType  

geneticsAminoAcidChange result 
variation. HGVSvariation 
(variation.type=”AA”) 

geneticsAminoAcidChangeType geneticsVariationType  

geneticsGene result gene 

geneticsDNARegionName result region 

geneticsGenomicSourceClass geneticsSource  

geneticsSpecies result species 

geneticsAssessedCondition geneticsAssessedCondition  

geneticsAllelicState result allelicState 

geneticsAllelicFrequency result allelicFrequency 

geneticsCopyNumberEvent result copyNumberEvent 

geneticsReadCoverage result readCoverage 
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